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Folic Acid Enhances Early Functional Recovery in a Piglet Model of Pediatric Head Injury
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Abstract
For stroke and spinal cord injury, folic acid supplementation has been shown to enhance neurodevelopment and to provide neuroprotection. We hypothesized that folic acid would reduce brain injury and improve neurological outcome in a neonatal piglet model of traumatic brain injury (TBI), using 4 experimental groups of 3- to 5-day-old female piglets. Two groups were intubated, anesthetized and had moderate brain injury induced by rapid axial head rotation without impact. One group of injured (Inj) animals received folic acid (Fol; 80 μg/kg) by intraperitoneal (IP) injection 15 min following injury, and then daily for 6 days (Inj + Fol; n = 7). The second group of injured animals received an IP injection of saline (Sal) at the same time points (Inj + Sal; n = 8). Two uninjured (Uninj) control groups (Uninj + Fol, n = 8; Uninj + Sal, n = 7) were intubated, anesthetized and received folic acid (80 μg/kg) or saline by IP injection at the same time points as the injured animals following a sham procedure. Animals underwent neurobehavioral and cognitive testing on days 1 and 4 following injury to assess behavior, memory, learning and problem solving. Serum folic acid and homocysteine levels were collected prior to injury and again before euthanasia. The piglets were euthanized 6 days following injury, and their brains were perfusion fixed for histological analysis. Folic acid levels were significantly higher in both Fol groups on day 6. Homocysteine levels were not affected by treatment. On day 1 following injury, the Inj + Fol group showed significantly more exploratory interest, and better motor function, learning and problem solving compared to the Inj + Sal group. Inj + Fol animals had a significantly lower cognitive composite dysfunction score compared to all other groups on day 1. These functional improvements were not seen on day 4 following injury. Axonal injury measured by β-amyloid precursor protein staining 6 days after injury was not affected by treatment. These results suggest that folic acid may enhance early functional recovery in this piglet model of pediatric head injury. This is the first study to describe the application of complex functional testing to assess an intervention outcome in a swine model of TBI.
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Introduction

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is the most common cause of death among children in the USA with an annual incidence of 63 hospitalizations and 4.5 deaths per 100,000 children aged 0–14 years [1]. TBI involves a primary injury that results from distortion of the brain parenchyma, and secondary injury attributed to cell death cascades, excitotoxicity, secondary cerebral swelling, traumatic axonal injury (TAI) and inflammation [2]. TAI contributes to the morbidity after TBI [3] and appears to be prevalent in victims of pediatric abusive head trauma [4]. Classically, the primary mechanism of TAI was parenchymal shearing at the time of primary injury. More recently, TAI has been shown to occur frequently by a delayed process termed ‘secondary axotomy’. The current TAI paradigm is that mechanical damage progresses from an initial ionic derangement when the permeability barrier provided by the plasmalemma is breached, to ion influx resulting in necrotic or apoptotic cell death and impairment of axoplasmic flow secondary to a direct cytoskeletal abnormality [5].

The importance of folic acid in central nervous system development was established by the observation that folic acid-deficient, pregnant women had a greatly increased risk of neural tube defects in their babies [6], which was eliminated by periconceptional folic acid supplementation [7]. Moreover, inborn errors of folic acid transport and metabolism in childhood are associated with developmental delay, motor and gait abnormalities, and seizures [8]. In adults, folic acid deficiency contributes to dementia, impaired cognition, depression, psychosis and Alzheimer’s disease, and can cause subacute combined degeneration of the spinal cord [9, 10]. In a stroke model with wild-type mice, folic acid deficiency was associated with increased oxidative DNA damage and larger ischemic injury volume, augmenting brain damage after middle cerebral artery occlusion and reperfusion [11]. In recent studies, neonates with higher folic acid levels had better vascular endothelial function than those with lower levels [12].

As a neuroprotectant, folic acid supplementation reduces the incidence of hemorrhagic stroke in adults [13]. Folic acid also enhances repair processes in an adult rat model of spinal cord injury, with administration of folic acid prior to and following injury improving functional recovery [14]. The pluripotential protective effect of folic acid is hypothesized to be that folate is a cofactor in the remethylation of homocysteine, which reduces homocysteine accumulation, a cytotoxic amino acid that can induce DNA strand breakage, oxidative stress and apoptosis [15].

There is no proven targeted therapy for TBI, and treatment remains largely supportive. Recently, in cultured mouse cerebellar granule neurons, folic acid was shown to ameliorate glutamate and N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)-induced neuronal death in a time- and dose-dependent manner, demonstrating that folic acid may have therapeutic potential in addition to prevention of brain injury [16].

Based on these new data using folic acid in an in vitro TBI model – and the established role for folic acid in central nervous system development, neurodegenerative disorders and stroke –, we hypothesized that folic acid supplementation after injury would decrease the severity of TAI in our well-established piglet model of moderate pediatric head injury [17, 18]. An inertial rotation device was used to create diffuse brain injury in 3- to 5-day-old piglets to represent the human infant at less than 3 months of age. Neurological outcome was assessed using instruments developed in our laboratory for behavioral, cognitive and motor function assessment in piglets [18, 19].

Methods

Experimental Design

The institute of animal care and use committee of the University of Pennsylvania approved all protocols. Neonatal piglets (3–5 days old; females: n = 40; males: n = 10) were studied in 10 groups consisting of 5 littermates per group. Two days prior to injury, the animals were acclimated to the research staff for 1 h each day, and were trained on how to cross a wide beam. On the day on injury, each group, 1 animal was injured (Inj) and received folic acid (Fol) by intraperitoneal (IP) injection immediately after injury (Inj + Fol), and daily thereafter. One animal was injured and received IP saline (Sal; Inj + Sal). Of the uninjured (Uninj) controls, 1 received folic acid (Uninj + Fol) and 1 received IP saline (Uninj + Sal). A fifth piglet from each litter (male; Pig-X) served as a control for behavioral testing. Behavioral testing occurred on days 1 and 4 following injury. These days were selected based on previous studies from our laboratory where testing occurred on days 1, 4, 6, 8 and 11 following injury and the greatest differences in behavior between injured and sham animals were seen on days 1 and 4 following injury [19]. The doses of folic acid and normal saline were repeated every day for the period of the study. On day 6, the piglets were anesthetized, had blood drawn, were euthanized, and their brains were perfusion fixed with formalin for histological analysis (fig. 1).

Preinjury Preparation

The animals were anesthetized via snout mask with isoflurane 4%, intubated and maintained on 100% oxygen while breathing spontaneously. Ventilation support was provided as necessary. The proper plane of anesthesia was defined as absence of with-
Injury

Head injury was induced by activation of the inertial loading device, the HYGE pneumatic actuator [17], which rapidly rotated the head of the animal through a 90- to 110-degree arc in the axial plane, with the center of rotation in the cervical spine. The animals were removed from the bite plate and respiratory support was provided as needed. Immediately following injury, 80 μg/kg of folic acid was administered by IP injection to the Inj + Fol animals. This dose was based on the dose that had the greatest effects on regeneration in the rat model of spinal cord injury [14]. Equivalent volumes of normal saline were administered by IP injection to 1 injured animal (Inj + Sal). Duration of unconsciousness was assessed by latency of return of pinch reflex, and vitals were monitored every 5–10 min. The animals were ventilated until return of spontaneous respiration. After return of pinch reflex and stable vital signs, the injured animals were extubated. They were observed continuously, and food and water were provided until they met the following criteria: vocalization (without squealing), steady ambulation, no aggression or avoidance behavior, no piloerection, and presence of proper feeding/drinking. After these criteria were met, the animals were returned to the animal housing facility.

Sham Controls

The sham animals underwent the same preinjury preparation as the injured animals and received buprenorphine for analgesia. While maintained on isoflurane, the animals’ heads were secured on the biteplate, but they received no injury. Immediately following the sham injury, 1 animal received an IP injection of folic acid (Uninj + Fol), and 1 animal was injected with IP saline (Uninj + Sal). The animals received postinjury care as described for the injured animals above.

Functional Testing Methods and Analysis

A broad range of behaviors were evaluated on days 1 and 4 following injury to assess domains of cortical function relevant to human higher cortical functions that are compromised after TBI (fig. 1). All procedures involved operant-conditioning techniques with food as a positive reward, and no aversive conditioning was done. The battery of tests performed included exploratory interest evaluation by open-field testing and T-maze, visual-based problem solving by the glass barrier task, olfactory-based problem solving by the food cover task, motor function by balance beam, learning and antegrade memory by T-maze testing, social behavior by Pig-X, as previously described in detail [18, 19], and a new mirror test to evaluate visual exploration of new objects.

Each morning of testing, the animals were fasted for 2 h and weighed to monitor growth. The testing order was randomly assigned for the day. All tests were videotaped and transferred to a digital videodisk for scoring by an evaluator who was masked to group identification. After having completed a testing session, the animals were returned to the animal housing facility and allowed to feed ad libitum.

Open Field

Each animal was placed in an open field (4 × 8 ft) with various objects placed in predetermined locations. The behaviors (e.g. nudging toys, walking, sleeping) were scored as present/absent for every minute-long interval. The test space was divided into 9 imaginary zones, and the number of zones entered and lines crossed was measured.

After 10 min, the male littermate Pig-X was placed in the center of the open field for a 10-min interval to assess social interaction and reaction of the test pig to a con-specific stimulus. The interpig distance and specific behaviors (sniffing, head butting, mounting, fighting and social sleeping) were scored for every minute-long interval.

Mirror Test

After having removed the objects from the open-field test, 2 new objects were positioned on the pen walls for a 10-min interval: a mirror (12 × 24 in), and a mirror reversed exposing its not reflective surface (12 × 24 in). A third wall with no novel object was designated the ‘null zone’ (fig. 2). The test space was divided into 9 imaginary zones, and the time spent in front of the mirror, reversed mirror and null zones was tracked during 1-min intervals and reported as seconds per minute. Specific exploratory behaviors, including snout contact, pacing, backing up and approaching as well as nonsnout body contact between the piglet and mirror, reverse and null zone were also recorded. Each social behavior was scored as present or absent for each of the 1-min-long intervals, and reported as percent intervals that the behavior was observed.

Fig. 1. Time line of study. Piglets underwent 2 days of acclimation to the research staff, followed by injury, behavioral testing on days 1 and 4 following injury, and daily folic acid injections following injury. The animals were euthanized on day 6.
without entering the other arm. The piglets were required to complete 5 correct trials to proceed to further T-maze testing. In the intramaze challenge, a movable pie plate was placed in the arm of the T-maze with the food reward, and the latency to reach the food reward, the number of errors and the length of time in contact with the pie plate were measured. In normal trials, the pie plate was removed and the pigs had 5 tries to find the food reward in the arm where the training and intramaze challenge had occurred. In reversal trials, the food reward was switched to the other arm of the T-maze, 6 additional trials were performed, and the time to reach the food reward, the number of errors, the number of visits to the old food, and the time spent at the old food were recorded.

Mirror Test

In the mirror test, the piglets learned that if they turned their head to the right or left (A), the mirror image only turned left or right, respectively (B). A third area, the null zone (C), was used to compare the frequency of the piglet in the zone of the mirror or reversed mirror. Time in seconds in the zones of the mirror, reversed mirror and null zone as well as specific behaviors were recorded per 1-min epoch for 10 min.

Glass Barrier Task

In the glass barrier task, the piglets learned to walk around a transparent glass barrier to reach the food reward. The time to the food reward, the number of nudes at the glass barrier, the number of times the piglet walked away from the glass barrier, and the number of failures to reach the food were recorded for 5 consecutive trials.

Food Cover Task

In the food cover task, the piglets learned that an opaque cover consistently hid a food reward, and that by lifting the cover they gained access to the food. The time to food reward, the number of errors and the number of failures to reach food were recorded for 6 consecutive trials.

Balance Beam

Motor performance was tested by balance beam walking, utilizing a narrow beam with a food reward at the end. The time to complete the task, the number of failures, and the number of foot errors were recorded for 6 consecutive trials.

T-Maze Test

The T-maze consisted of 2 arms, with food bowls in each arm, which the animal only saw once fully committed to that arm of the maze. A bowl of milk replacer, not visible to the animal, was placed behind each arm to eliminate smell as a confounder. During the training phase, the animals were shown the arm of the T-maze with no food reward, and then the arm with the food reward, and were given 20 opportunities to find the food reward. Success was defined as finding the food reward in less than 15 s without entering the other arm. The piglets were required to complete 5 correct trials to proceed to further T-maze testing. In the intramaze challenge, a movable pie plate was placed in the arm of the T-maze with the food reward, and the latency to reach the food reward, the number of errors and the length of time in contact with the pie plate were measured. In normal trials, the pie plate was removed and the pigs had 5 tries to find the food reward in the arm where the training and intramaze challenge had occurred. In reversal trials, the food reward was switched to the other arm of the T-maze, 6 additional trials were performed, and the time to reach the food reward, the number of errors, the number of visits to the old food, and the time spent at the old food were recorded.

Euthanasia

On day 6, the animals were anesthetized via snout mask (isoflurane 4%), intubated and maintained on 100% oxygen while breathing spontaneously. Each animal received analgesics (meloxicam 0.2 mg/kg in the first 2 groups; buprenorphine 0.02 mg/kg i.m. in 8 groups). Each animal had a blood sample drawn to measure levels of folic acid and homocysteine, and had a microdialysis probe placed (on a trial basis). The piglets were euthanized with an overdose of intravenous sodium pentobarbital (150 mg/kg). A median sternotomy and transcardial perfusion with 1 liter of heparinized saline (5,000 units/l) were performed. The brains were perfusion fixed in situ with 10% neutral buffered formalin (3.5 liters; Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, Mo., USA) and removed.

Pathology and Histological Methods

The formalin-fixed brains were examined by a neuropathologist masked to group identification. Macroscopic examination was performed with documentation of focal pathology such as subdural and subarachnoid hemorrhages and surface contusions. The brains were sectioned into 16 serial 3-mm-thick coronal blocks including the cerebrum, brain stem and high cervical spinal cord. The sections were examined for tissue tears, intracerebral hemorrhage and subarachnoid hemorrhage. Following routine processing, tissue was embedded in paraffin wax, and 6-μm-thick sections were cut from each 3-mm block for microscopic examination. The sections were stained with HE or with the immunohistochemical markers for axonal injury β-amyloid precursor protein (β-APP), and lightly counterstained with Meyer’s hematoxylin. All fields in the slides were examined microscopically at a scanning power (×5–10 magnification). Specific fields were examined at ×20–40 magnification.

Assessment focused on the degree and distribution of cellular (particularly neuronal) injury and white matter damage in the Inj + Fol and Inj + Sal groups with comparisons to Uninj + Sal. The HE-stained sections were examined to document established infarcts (changes in staining intensity) and ischemic neurons (cell shrinkage and eosinophilia). Axonal injury was assessed by disruption to axonal flow (β-APP immunohistochemistry). Regions of axonal injury, of subarachnoid and parenchymal hemorrhage and of cell death were noted on digital photographs of the coronal blocks.

Total brain area was measured by tracing the brain area in images of each of the 16 sections (Image J; National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Md., USA) and by summing the results from all slices. The periphery of each region of β-APP reactivity noted by the neuropathologist on these images was traced in each slice us-
ing the same procedure, and summed to determine the total area of axonal injury in the entire brain. Fractional axonal injury area (in percent) was calculated by dividing the total area of injured white matter by total brain area. Similarly, ischemic brain injury was assessed, and the area of infarction (in percent) was calculated by dividing the total regional area of infarction by total brain area.

**Cognitive Composite Dysfunction Score**

The cognitive composite dysfunction (CCD) score is a measure of the overall neurobehavioral performance of the piglet. This score is based on the performance on tests where there are the most consistent responses among shams. Five measures were included in the calculation of this score: T-maze training failure rate; T-maze intramaze change time in contact with the novel object; latency to reach the food reward in the T-maze normal trials; latency to reach the food reward in the T-maze reversal trials, and percentage of time spent sniffing the wall of the test space in open-field testing [19]. For each of these 5 measurements, means and standard deviations (SD) from the means for the shams (Uninj + Sal) were calculated. Next, the performance of individual animals in each of the other groups (Inj + Fol, Inj + Sal, Uninj + Fol) on the selected behaviors were compared to the sham mean and SD. Each animal’s z-score was calculated for each behavior by taking the difference between the individual animal’s performance and the sham mean, and dividing it by the SD of the sham group. Scores for each of the 5 behaviors of an individual animal were summed to calculate the composite dysfunction. Next, the CCD was correlated with the percent white matter injury, as assessed by β-APP staining. In previous work in our laboratory, CCD correlated well with percent white matter injury [19].

**Statistical Analysis**

A reviewer masked to group identification scored the neurobehavioral tests. Comparisons were made between uninjured and injured groups, between treated and untreated groups, and between the 4 subgroups (Inj + Fol, Uninj + Fol, Inj + Sal and Uninj + Sal). For comparison of weights, unconsciousness times, folate and homocysteine levels, axonal injury, infarct volume, and comparison of CCD, the Student t test was used to compare the differences between injured and uninjured animals and between treated and untreated animals. Values of percent axonal injury and infarct volume were transformed into base-10 log for statistical analysis. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) testing was used for group comparisons in neurobehavioral testing. Two-way ANOVAs were used to assess group and day interactions for individual open-field behaviors, individual mirror behaviors, T-maze training and intramaze challenge. Typical degrees of freedom for these analyses were 1 when comparisons were made between treated and untreated groups and between injured and uninjured groups, and 3 when comparisons were made for all 4 subgroups. For those tests that involved trials (glass barrier, food cover, beam testing, T-maze normal and reversal trials) and scoring of behaviors during minute epochs (open-field, socialization and mirror testing), three-way ANOVAs were used to assess group, trial and day interactions, and group, minute epoch and day interactions. Typical degrees of freedom for these analyses were 1 when comparisons were made between treated and untreated groups and between injured and uninjured groups, 3 when comparisons were made for all 4 subgroups, and 12–15 when assessing subgroup trial and day interactions. Typical f values for significant behaviors ranged from 2.34 to 43.4. Statistical significance was defined as p < 0.05. Post hoc group comparisons were examined using the Tukey-Kramer method with significance defined as p < 0.05. All results are reported as mean ± SD of mean, unless specified otherwise.

**Results**

**Mortality**

A total of 24 animals were injured (fig. 3), of which 7 animals were sacrificed within several hours following injury. Two of these 7 animals had hard palate fractures and were euthanized following injury. One animal be-
Angular velocities in the Inj + Fol group (193.29 ± 8.11 rad/s) did not differ from those in the Uninj + Fol group, and 7 animals in the Uninj + Sal group (fig. 3).

Animals Excluded from Analysis
Two injured animals were excluded from the behavioral analysis. One animal from the Inj + Fol group (velocity: 185 rad/s) had apnea following injury, was hypermetric and received steroids. On pathologic examination, this animal had some axonal injury in the deep white matter of the frontal and temporal lobes and brain stem ischemia. One more animal from the Inj + Fol group (velocity: 190 rad/s) became weak on day 3 following injury and had large subdural hematomas on necropsy. Three animals never regained consciousness following injury and had large subdural hematomas on necropsy that were attributed the use of the new preinjury analgesic meloxicam, a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agent with antiplatelet effects [20]. Angular velocity levels in the animals that were euthanized following injury (average: 191.67 ± 9.6 rad/s) did not differ from those in animals that survived (average: 193.8 ± 6.7 rad/s).

Folic Acid and Early Functional Recovery
Folic acid levels did not differ between groups at preinjury baseline (Inj + Fol: 22.7 ± 1.8 ng/ml; Inj + Sal: 19.9 ± 4.23 ng/ml; Uninj + Fol: 22.51 ± 3.76 ng/ml; Uninj + Sal: 19.72 ± 5.56 ng/ml; p = 0.45). However, levels of folic acid were significantly higher in the animals that received folic acid supplementation on day 6 compared to those that did not (Inj + Fol: 21.76 ± 3.5 ng/ml; Inj + Sal: 18.68 ± 4.75 ng/ml; Uninj + Fol: 24 ± 0 ng/ml; Uninj + Sal: 18.08 ± 4.84 ng/ml; p = 0.005). Homocysteine levels did not differ at baseline between groups (Inj + Fol: 6.73 ± 0.9 μmol/l; Inj + Sal: 6.88 ± 1.72 μmol/l; Uninj + Fol: 6.31 ± 2.57 μmol/l; Uninj + Sal: 5.45 ± 1.86 μmol/l; p = 0.57) and were not significantly lower at day 6 in animals that received supplementation compared to those that did not (Inj + Fol: 7.13 ± 2.48 μmol/l; Inj + Sal: 7.06 ± 3.09 μmol/l; Uninj + Fol: 5.33 ± 2.46 μmol/l; Uninj + Sal: 7 ± 1.68 μmol/l; p = 0.45) (table 1).

Body Weights
Body weights at preinjury baseline did not differ between groups (Inj + Fol: 2.24 ± 0.52 kg; Inj + Sal: 2.01 ± 0.24 kg; Uninj + Fol: 1.8 ± 0.54 kg; Uninj + Sal: 1.99 ± 0.54 kg; p = 0.62), and all groups gained weight over time. There were no differences between piglet weights at baseline or on day 6.

### Summary of injury loads and clinical findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Angular velocity (rad/s)</th>
<th>Unconsciousness time (min)</th>
<th>Folic acid (day 6) (ng/ml)</th>
<th>Homocysteine (day 6) (μmol/l)</th>
<th>Preinjury weight (kg)</th>
<th>Weight (day 6) (kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inj + Fol</td>
<td>193.29 ± 5.31</td>
<td>6.32 ± 0.12</td>
<td>21.76 ± 3.5</td>
<td>6.73 ± 0.8</td>
<td>2.24 ± 0.52</td>
<td>3.12 ± 0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inj + Sal</td>
<td>194.25 ± 8.11</td>
<td>6.23 ± 0.09</td>
<td>18.68 ± 4.75</td>
<td>6.88 ± 1.72</td>
<td>2.01 ± 0.24</td>
<td>2.95 ± 0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uninj + Fol</td>
<td>4.55 ± 0.1</td>
<td>24 ± 0.1</td>
<td>6.31 ± 2.57</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.54</td>
<td>2.58 ± 0.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uninj + Sal</td>
<td>2.53 ± 0.12</td>
<td>18.08 ± 4.84</td>
<td>5.45 ± 1.86</td>
<td>1.99 ± 0.39</td>
<td>2.47 ± 0.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values denote means ± SD. Angular velocities did not differ between injured groups. Durations of unconsciousness were significantly longer: *p < 0.05, injured animals compared to uninjured animals; *p < 0.05, uninjured animals that received folic acid compared to uninjured animals that received saline. There were no differences between piglet weights at baseline or on day 6, and all groups gained weight over time.

**Table 1.** Summary of injury loads and clinical findings

Loss of Consciousness
The duration of unconsciousness did not differ between injured groups (Inj + Fol: 6.32 ± 0.12 min; Inj + Sal: 6.23 ± 0.09 min; p = 0.9). The duration was longer in uninjured animals that received folic acid compared to uninjured animals that received saline (Uninj + Fol: 4.55 ± 0.1 min; Uninj + Sal: 2.53 ± 0.12 min; p = 0.01). The duration of unconsciousness was significantly longer in injured animals (6.27 ± 0.1 min) compared to uninjured animals (3.58 ± 0.1 min; p = 0.01) (table 1).

Folic Acid and Homocysteine Levels
Folic acid levels did not differ between groups at preinjury baseline (Inj + Fol: 22.7 ± 1.8 ng/ml; Inj + Sal: 19.9 ± 4.23 ng/ml; Uninj + Fol: 22.51 ± 3.76 ng/ml; Uninj + Sal: 19.72 ± 5.56 ng/ml; p = 0.45). However, levels of folic acid were significantly higher in the animals that received folic acid supplementation on day 6 compared to those that did not (Inj + Fol: 21.76 ± 3.5 ng/ml; Inj + Sal: 18.68 ± 4.75 ng/ml; Uninj + Fol: 24 ± 0 ng/ml; Uninj + Sal: 18.08 ± 4.84 ng/ml; p = 0.005). Homocysteine levels did not differ at baseline between groups (Inj + Fol: 6.73 ± 0.9 μmol/l; Inj + Sal: 6.88 ± 1.72 μmol/l; Uninj + Fol: 6.31 ± 2.57 μmol/l; Uninj + Sal: 5.45 ± 1.86 μmol/l; p = 0.57) and were not significantly lower at day 6 in animals that received supplementation compared to those that did not (Inj + Fol: 7.13 ± 2.48 μmol/l; Inj + Sal: 7.06 ± 3.09 μmol/l; Uninj + Fol: 5.33 ± 2.46 μmol/l; Uninj + Sal: 7 ± 1.68 μmol/l; p = 0.45) (table 1).

Body Weights
Body weights at preinjury baseline did not differ between groups (Inj + Fol: 2.24 ± 0.52 kg; Inj + Sal: 2.01 ± 0.24 kg; Uninj + Fol: 1.8 ± 0.54 kg; Uninj + Sal: 1.99 ± 0.54 kg; p = 0.62), and all groups gained weight over time. There were no differences between piglet weights at baseline or on day 6, and all groups gained weight over time.

---

Folic Acid and Early Functional Recovery
There was no difference in weight gain in injured treated compared to untreated animals, between injured and uninjured animals (p = 0.12), or between treated and untreated animals (p = 0.35) (table 1).

Pathology
The primary focus of the pathology analysis was to evaluate the neuroprotective effect of folic acid treatment in the brains of injured animals. In addition, 4 uninjured brains were analyzed to evaluate the effect of a microdialysis probe that was being used on a trial basis. A total of 19 brains were included in the analysis (Inj + Fol: n = 7; Inj + Sal: n = 8; Uninj + Sal: n = 4). The majority of white matter injury was seen in the deep white matter of the frontal lobes, with some piglets demonstrating deep white matter injury in the parietal and temporal lobes. Axonal injury was not significantly different in the injured animal groups (Inj + Fol: 0.25% of total brain; Inj + Sal: 0.18% of total brain; p = 0.2), but it was significantly greater than in uninjured animals (Uninj + Sal: 0.003%; p = 0.003).

All animals had ischemic injury. In the injured groups, ischemic injury was also seen mainly in the frontal lobe, with a few animals having areas of ischemia in the parietal lobes. Four animals had areas of ischemia in the brain stem, and 1 of these 4 animals had apnea following injury (fig. 4). In addition, in the Uninj + Sal animals, ischemic injury was limited to the area of the microdialysis probe used on day 6 prior to sacrifice. However, there was no significant difference in infarct size across groups (Inj + Fol: 0.47%; Inj + Sal: 0.09%; Uninj + Sal: 0.16%; p = 0.34).

Neurobehavioral Assessments
Open-Field Testing
On day 1, injured animals explored the test space by entering more zones of the test space per minute epoch than the uninjured animals (fig. 5). In subgroup analysis, Inj + Fol animals explored the test space more than all other groups (fig. 6); this difference was not seen on day 4. In analysis of common open-field behaviors (sniffing floors, sniffing walls, sniffing toys, walking, standing still, pushing toys and running), injured animals ran fewer minute-long epochs compared to uninjured animals (fig. 7). In subgroup analysis, Inj + Sal animals spent a significantly greater percentage of time laying down on day 1, averaging 5% of the 10-min-long intervals, compared to the other 3 groups, who did not lie down at all (0% of 10-min-long intervals) (fig. 8). There was no difference between treated and untreated animals on day 1, and no significant difference between injured and uninjured animals, treated and untreated animals and subgroups on day 4 following injury.

During the 10-min interval of interaction with Pig-X (the uninjured con stimulus), uninjured animals were in closer proximity to Pig-X compared to injured animals on both days 1 and 4 following injury (fig. 9). There was no treatment effect or subgroup difference in proximity to Pig-X on either day of testing, and no difference in range of behaviors with Pig-X.
Mirror Test

All groups spent significantly more time in front of the mirror compared to the reversed mirror and null zones on both days 1 and 4, and significantly more time in front of the mirror on day 1 compared to day 4 (fig. 10). Snout contact with the mirror was a relatively common behavior on day 1 (66 ± 23.13% intervals), but was observed less frequently on day 4 (44 ± 23.75% intervals). Interestingly, all animals spent significantly more time in front of the mirror in the first minute of the evaluation compared to the last minute on day 1 (1st min: 13.49 ± 10.75 s; 10th min: 7.13 ± 6.45 s) and day 4 (1st min: 5.89 ± 6.27 s; 10th min: 2.21 ± 3.39 s). Injured animals spent more time in front of the mirror on both days 1 and 4 compared to uninjured animals (fig. 11); however, there were no differences between treated and untreated animals and between subgroups on either testing day in time spent in front of the mirror or in specific mirror behaviors.

Fig. 5. Zones entered in open-field testing. On day 1, injured animals entered more zones compared to uninjured animals during the 10 min of open-field testing. This difference was not seen on day 4 of testing. * p < 0.05.

Fig. 6. Zones entered in open-field testing. On day 1 of testing, injured animals that received folic acid entered significantly more zones than all other groups. * p < 0.05.

Fig. 7. Open-field testing behaviors. Uninjured animals ran significantly more on day 1 of open-field testing compared to injured animals. This difference was not seen on day 4. * p < 0.05.

Fig. 8. Open-field testing behaviors. Inj + Sal animals spent significantly more time laying down on day 1 of open-field testing, indicating less interest in exploring the test space, compared to the other groups, who did not lie down at all during the first day of testing. All animals spent time laying down on day 4 of testing, indicating habituation to the test space; however, there were no significant differences between groups. * p < 0.05.
Latencies to reach the food reward did not vary across groups on day 1 (average: 6.66 ± 3.43 s/trial) or day 4 (average: 5.33 ± 4.28 s/trial). All groups committed the same number of errors per successive trial on day 1 (average: 0.4 ± 0.74 errors/trial). On day 4, animals that received treatment with folic acid made fewer errors than untreated animals (Fig. 12); however, there was no difference between injured and uninjured animals. There was no difference between groups in glass barrier failure rates on day 1 (average: 0.76 ± 1.28 failures/day) and day 4 (average: 0.41 ± 0.82 failures/day). All animals showed a
learning effect, having shorter latencies to reach the food reward, fewer errors and failures on day 4 compared to day 1.

Food Cover Task
There was no difference in latency to reach the food reward, errors or failure rate on day 1 of testing between injured and uninjured animals, treated and untreated animals, and subgroups. Although Inj + Fol animals showed a shorter latency to reach the food reward compared to other groups on day 1 (Inj + Fol: 10.1 ± 5.66 s; Inj + Sal: 12 ± 5.65 s; Uninj + Fol: 12.07 ± 3.85 s; Uninj + Sal: 15.5 ± 3.96 s) and day 4 (Inj + Fol: 7.2 ± 4.21 s; Inj + Sal: 8.83 ± 3.21 s; Uninj + Fol: 9.23 ± 4.07 s; Uninj + Sal: 9.25 ± 5.41 s), this did not reach statistical significance. All groups committed the same number of errors per successive trial on day 1 (average: 2.47 ± 1.48 errors/trial). On day 4 of testing, injured animals made more errors than uninjured animals (fig. 13); however, there was no effect of treatment. There was no difference between groups in food cover failure rates on day 1 (average: 4.76 ± 1.46 failures/day) and day 4 (average: 4.59 ± 2.21 failures/day).

Balance Beam
On day 1, animals that received treatment with folic acid had shorter latencies to complete the balance beam task compared to untreated animals (fig. 14). Inj + Fol animals had significantly lower latencies to reach the food reward compared to the Inj + Sal and Uninj + Sal animals (average: 3.38 ± 2.91 s/trial vs. 5.9 ± 4.71 s/trial and 4.93 ± 3.23 s/trial) (fig. 15). This effect was not seen on day 4. There were no significant differences in beam errors or failure rates between groups on either testing day. All animals showed a learning effect, having shorter latencies to reach the food reward, fewer errors and failures on day 4 compared to day 1.

T-Maze Testing
On both days, Inj + Fol animals had a higher training pass percentage compared to other groups; however, this was not statistically significant on day 1 (average: 64.21 ± 28.74%) or day 4 (average: 55.28 ± 43.18%). On day 1, Inj + Fol animals and Uninj + Sal animals had significantly shorter times to reach the food reward on normal trials compared to the Inj + Sal and Uninj + Fol animals (4.12 ± 2.12 and 3.6 ± 2.16 s/trial, compared to 5.07 ± 2.5 and 7.3 ± 17 s/trial). In addition, Inj + Fol and Uninj + Sal animals made significantly fewer errors during these trials compared to Inj + Sal and Uninj + Fol animals (fig. 16), but these group differences were not seen on day 4. There were no differences in intramaze change or reversal trial assessments. There were no significant differences between injured and uninjured animals and between treated and untreated animals on either testing days. All animals showed a learning effect, having shorter latencies to reach the food reward, fewer errors and failures on day 4 compared to day 1.

CCD Score
The CCD score is a measure of the overall neurobehavioral performance of a piglet, based on performance on tests where there are the most consistent responses among shams. Five measures are included in the calculation of this score: T-maze training failure rate; T-maze intramaze change time in contact with a novel object; la-

---

Fig. 15. Beam testing. On day 1 of testing, Inj + Fol animals had significantly shorter beam completion times compared to Inj + Sal and Uninj + Sal animals. * p < 0.05.

Fig. 16. T-maze testing (normal trials). On day 1 of testing, Inj + Fol animals made significantly less errors on normal trials than Inj + Sal and Uninj + Fol animals. * p < 0.05.
tency to food reward for T-maze normal trials and T-maze reversal trials, and sniffing the walls on open-field testing [19]. On day 1 following injury, Inj + Fol animals had a significantly lower CCD score compared to Inj + Sal and uninjured animals (Uninj + Fol, Uninj + Sal). On day 4, although Inj + Fol animals had a lower CCD score compared to Inj + Sal animals, this was not statistically significant, but was significantly higher than that of uninjured animals. Error bars = standard error. * p < 0.05.

**Discussion**

In this novel study of interventions for pediatric TBI, we used an immature swine model of diffuse brain injury in the child to assess functional improvements. There are numerous studies in the literature assessing behavioral testing following rodent TBI. Most of these studies involve the Morris water maze test [21], and include numerous intervention studies of rodent TBI [22–26]. However, the piglet offers a better model of the human brain, with similar cortical grey-white differentiation, gyral pattern and physiologic responses to TBI in humans [27, 28]. Outcomes assessed in previous swine TBI intervention studies have included mean arterial pressure [29–31], intracranial pressure [30–32], cerebral blood flow [29–32], brain tissue oxygen tension [29], cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen [31], immunohistochemistry [29–31], histopathology [30, 31, 33] and lesion volume by magnetic resonance imaging [29, 32]. Simple functional testing has been performed in swine TBI studies [32, 34] with the use of a veterinary coma scale, similar to the Glasgow Coma Scale [35] used in humans. A cumulative score is calculated from individual motor function, eye function and respiations; however, this testing does not assess multiple domains of animal behavior. In summary, this is the first study to describe the application of complex functional testing to assess an intervention outcome in a swine model of TBI.

In our first paper on neurobehavioral testing, we reported that injured animals had less interest in exploring their surroundings compared to uninjured animals [18]. In this study, we observed that injured animals entered more zones and explored the test space more during the period of open-field testing; however, the injured animals were observed to run less than the uninjured animals on day 1 of testing, and interestingly, injured animals that received saline spent more time laying down during open-field testing, suggesting that this subgroup is similar to our previous injured animals with a decreased interest in the novel test space [18]. Of note, all animals spent time laying down on day 4 of testing, indicating habituation to the test space. Injured animals were also observed to be further away from their male sibling (Pig-X) during both days of behavioral testing, indicating that injury impaired socialization behavior; however, unlike in our previous study, injured piglets did not receive less head butting from Pig-X compared to uninjured animals. Injured animals made more food cover errors on day 4 following injury compared to uninjured animals, indicating deficits in primary olfactory function were present in injured animals as described in our previous paper. Furthermore, similar to our first paper, all animals showed a learning effect, making fewer errors and having shorter latencies and fewer failures on day 4 of testing compared to day 1 on glass barrier, balance beam and T-maze testing.

We report significant improvements in functional outcome on day 1 of testing for Inj + Fol animals com-
pared to other groups in open-field exploration and CCD score. In addition, on day 1, Inj + Fol animals were significantly quicker in completing the balance beam task than the Inj + Sal and Uninj + Sal animals. This finding suggests some early improvement in motor function following injury in the animals that received folic acid supplementation. The Inj + Fol and Uninj + Sal animals performed better than Inj + Sal and Uninj + Fol animals on T-maze testing on day 1. Interestingly, injured animals did not spend more time in contact with the novel object than in the previous repetitive injury study [19]. All the significant behaviors between subgroups that were observed on day 1 following injury were not observed on day 4 of behavioral testing. We conclude that folic acid improves early functional outcome following TBI.

Animals that received folic acid supplementation (Inj + Fol and Uninj + Fol) also had shorter latencies to complete the beam task on day 1 of testing, and made fewer errors on glass barrier testing compared to day 4 following injury, compared to untreated animals (Inj + Sal and Uninj + Sal), indicating better motor function and visual problem solving in animals that received folic acid supplementation. Interestingly, there was no difference between the Inj + Fol and Uninj + Fol animals on beam testing. However, we hesitate to conclude that animals that received saline did worse than animals that received folic acid supplementation as there is a lot of variability in the behaviors observed in the injured and uninjured animals. We are currently working on refining our behavioral assessments to find the most sensitive measures to detect differences between injured and uninjured animals.

During T-maze normal trials on day 1, uninjured animals that received folic acid supplementation made more errors compared to the Inj + Fol and Inj + Sal animals. Because our study design precludes distinguishing between contributions of animal-to-animal variability and group-to-group variability to the overall outcome range, future behavioral assessments should include a preliminary, preinjury baseline test day to allow us to normalize each subject’s findings to his or her own baseline performance.

Folic acid supplementation did not significantly reduce injured brain volume. The amount of white matter axonal injury was similar to that seen in our previous studies, with a 5-day postinjury survival (0.25%) [19]. Thus, despite improvements in early neurological function, folic acid treatment for 6 days did not significantly reduce injured brain volume. In the rodent model of spinal cord injury, folic acid supplementation for 2 weeks enhanced neurological recovery from a spinal cord con-

Folic Acid and Early Functional Recovery
Broom et al. [39], habituation to the mirror occurred over time. Interestingly, injured piglets spent significantly more time in front of the mirror on both testing days compared to uninjured piglets.

The overall mortality rate following TBI in this study is similar to that reported in our previous multiday survival TBI studies [18, 19], with hard palate fractures and inability to feed leading to sacrifice of an animal following injury. In our first 2 study groups, 3 animals never regained consciousness following injury and had large subdural hematomas on necropsy that were attributed the use of the new preinjury analgesic meloxicam. Meloxicam is a nonsteroidal antiinflammatory agent, and it potentially caused these findings by its antiplatelet effect. Although meloxicam is known to prolong bleeding time in other animal models [20], this is the first report of severe effects associated with the use of this medication. We saw no further mortalities related to injury in the last 8 groups, where we used buprenorphine as an analgesic.

In conclusion, we report a novel study describing the application of complex functional testing to assess an intervention outcome in a swine model of TBI. Our results suggest that folic acid supplementation may enhance early functional recovery following TBI in a piglet model of TBI. Future work in this area will focus on potential mechanisms of the beneficial effect of folic acid, long-term neurological outcome, longer treatment durations and optimal dosage.
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